PEEL & STICK WALLPAPER INSTALLATION TIPS

Inspect your walls. Begin in the least
conspicuous corner. Use a level to make
sure the ceiling is level and at a 90º angle
to the adjacent wall.

Gently pull the backing down another 2
feet. Press the wall covering down as
you move down the wall. Press the
backing against the wall using a
“concave arch”, moving any bubbles
from the center to the edges.

Place the wallpaper roll on the floor
against the wall, with design facing away
fromwall. Peel back the first 6 inches of
backing from the wallpaper roll. Using a
ladder, and carefully holding edges, carry
the wallpaper up toward the ceiling.

Continue this process, working in 2 foot
increments until you reach the floor or
baseboard. Use a straight edge and a
blade to cut oﬀ excess.

Let the remaining, still-covered wallpaper
unroll from the roll as you go. Do not
remove more backing. Place the sticky
side gently against the wall, aligning with
the ceiling and the adjacent wall.

Repeat these steps with the next piece
of wallpaper, starting at the top and
moving down the wall in increments.
The wallpaper is designed to overlap.
Make sure to overlap the pattern by 1/2
inch so the pattern aligns. Continue until
you finish your project.

Gently realign the paper if needed. Once
the edges are aligned and straight, press
the sticky back surface firmly against the
wall, working from the center out to press
out any bubbles that gather under the
surface.

Once you finish, sit back and enjoy your
handiwork - and that luscious Boho
Luxe Home wallpaper pattern!

A NOTE ON CEILING INSTALLATIONS: If you plan to install peel and stick wallpaper on a ceiling - which looks pretty awesome, by
the way - you will need to add glue to the seams and corners. Otherwise the weight of the paper itself will cause the wall covering
to pull away from the ceiling. We suggest drops of Super-Glue®.
FUN DIY TIP: Leftover wallpaper scraps can be used to cover a book or line the back of a bookcase. Use your imagination!

